§ 1. The surfaces here considered were first discussed by Monge as surfaces whose normals are tangents to given developables. Under the name general surfaces moulures, Darboux treats them as the surfaces traced out by a fixed curve on a plane which rolls on a developable. When the developable is a cylinder he gives the general coordinates in his Lemons sur la Theorie Generate des Surfaces (Volume I., page 105). This led me to take up the more general case, but I later found that Darboux had also considered this in an ingenious and elegant manner in his Lemons sur les Systemes Orthogonaux et les Coordonnees Curvilignes (Tome 1, pages 26-34). Perhaps this quite diiFerent discussion will present some interesting points in analysis. § 2. The surface traced out by the curve being necessarily cut perpendicularly by the plane, and the normals to the surface intersecting, the curve is at the same time a geodesic and a line of principal curvature. Let us first find the fundamental forms of all the surfaces of which one system of the lines of curvature is geodesic.
If x(u, v), y(u, v), z(u, v) are the coordinates of a point of a surface, and if the curves w = const., v = const, are the principal lines of curvature, the square of the element of length is given by 
If E is a function of u alone the curves v = const, are geodesies. We may then, by a change of variable without loss of generality, take E to be unity.
From the second of these equations L is a function of u alone. Let N/ ,/G = if*. Then from the first and the third equation
As L from the second equation does not involve v, we may put U' L = ---==zr where U is an arbitrary function of M and U' its
first derivative. We are guided to this substitution by the fact that if tf/ in the above equation is considered known we find as a solution.
The equation then becomes
of which one solution is evidently ^ = U. We have therefore U U f dU
where x is a n arbitrary function of v. x, y, z are solutions of the equation Geometry of Three Dimensions, p. 441, or Bianchi, p. 111.] .
-. We see that by arbitrarily varying u and u, F M F B F 3 are constants, and by changing the origin we can make them zero. Also we have XI + fim + vn = 0. From 2a:,, 2 = 1 we obtain a I + ^1 + 7 1 = l and X 9 + / The nine quantities are therefore the direction cosines of three mutually rectangular lines, satisfying the equations da I d\ I " . , ," «i> p dv T dl a A or -7-= with two corresponding sets.
dv p
Therefore by Prenet's formulae p, r are the radii of curvature and torsion of a curve of length v, and these nine quantities are the direction cosines of the tangent, principal normal and binormal.
The equations of the surface are therefore
Since = sin0.
-VI'. /3cosd + /jsiad = -Pm', •ycos^ + vsin^ = -Vn'. Therefore (n/3 -my)cos0 -{mv -/*n)sin0 = P(mn' -m'n), or A.eos0 -asin^ = P(«in' -m'n). Therefore a= -P{J'cos0 + (mn'-»»'ra)sin0}, X. = -P{i'sin0 -(mn' -w'n)cos0}, with similar results for /?, /x and y, v.
Differentiating acos<? + Asin0 = -Pi', we have
Also, cyclically,
' -I'm") + --{Itri -I'm).
Since IV + mm' + nn = 0, this reduces to nff = F(i"»»' -I'm") + lm' -I'm.
Multiplying by n, I, m and adding, we obtain
-r (II" + mm" + nn"),
Thus 6 and the six remaining direction cosines are determined.
Since I l\dv + m m\dv + n n\dv = lx + my + nz, have I l\dv + m mxdv + n n\dv = ¥(v). we
Let I, m, n be the direction cosines of the tangent to a curve of length v, and let l u m u n,; £,, m^ n 2 be the direction cosines of the principal normal and binormal, r and o-being the radii of curvature and torsion.
Differentiating and using Frenet's formulae, we obtain 
